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Carried Interest Rules for Investment 
Funds: Final Regs, Planning 
Opportunities, and Pitfalls
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I. Overview of Carried Interests in an 
Investment Management Context
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• A carried interest (sometimes referred to as a “carry”) is 
an interest issued in exchange for the performance of 
services. A typical carry: 

− Is for an interest in an entity taxed as a partnership

− Is referred to as a “profits interest” for tax purposes

− Comes behind return of capital invested in the deal/fund

− At the moment of grant/issuance, has a zero liquidation
value (i.e., if the entity liquidated and paid out on all its 
equity, the carried interest holder would receive nothing)

− In the real estate world, commonly referred to as a 
“promote”

What is a carried interest?
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• Used frequently to align incentives of manager (entity or 
individuals directly) and investors for private equity, hedge 
funds, family offices, and real estate deals

• Carried interest has zero value, until capital is returned
and the enterprise becomes profitable (hence a “profits 
interest”)

• Lowers upfront outlay of cash for services and creates 
entrepreneurial risk for manager

− Risk associated with a carried interest is that of performance 
of the investment

Why are carried interests used?
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• It is acquired in exchange for services

− Typically, no capital is required to be invested for receipt of a 
carried interest (although occasionally a nominal purchase price 
may be paid) 

• Inherent timing and character benefits over fee income:

− Unlike typical compensation for services, a properly structured 
carried interest is treated as a capital gain property, and if held for 
the applicable holding period, receives long-term capital gains 
(“LTCG”) treatment

− Traditionally LTCG treatment requires a one-year holding period, 
but 1061 has modified that in certain circumstances

− If not properly structured, and carry is instead treated as 
compensation, it would be taxed ordinary income rates

Hallmarks of a carried interest
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• Initial capital account of zero (because no capital invested)

• May receive allocations of income before cash would 
typically be distributed under the waterfall, so carried 
interest holders often negotiate tax distributions

• May be calculated on an investment-by-investment basis 
(assuming that the fund holds multiple assets) or in the 
aggregate

• Frequently set at 20% of profits above a hurdle rate in a 
typical PE deal

• Subject to clawback if the aggregate hurdles are not 
reached

Structuring a carried interest
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Simple fund with carried interest

Asset 1

Limited Partner 1

Limited Partner 3

Asset 3

24% LP

51% LP
0% GP;

Carry

General Partner

Limited Partner 2

25% LP

Asset 2

Fund
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II. Tax Treatment of Carried 
Interests before Section 1061
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• Tax treatment for grant of profits interest was not always clear. 

• Early authorities debated whether Section 83, which generally applies to 
the transfer of property in connection with the performance of services, 
applied to grants of profits interest. The Seventh Circuit in Diamond v. 
Commissioner held that the receipt of a profits interest could be a taxable 
event. The Eighth Circuit in Campbell v. Commissioner disagreed. 

• The IRS resolved the question by promulgating Rev. Proc. 93-27, 1993-2 
C.B. 343, and later Rev. Proc. 2001-43, 2001-2 C.B. 191.

• These revenue procedures provide that transfers of partnership profits 
interests (including certain transfers of nonvested profits interests) are not 
taxable to either the service provider or the partnership upon receipt or 
vesting if certain conditions are met. 

• Other guidance in this area was proposed but never finalized (Notice 2005-43 
and associated proposed regulations).

Carried Interest as Profits Interest
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• The Revenue Procedure defines profits interest based upon liquidation value 
of the interest at the time of the grant.

• The Revenue Procedure does not apply if the profits interest: (i) relates to a 
substantially certain and predictable stream of income; (ii) is disposed of 
within two years of receipt; or (iii) is an LP interest in a “publicly traded 
partnership.”

• Treatment of non-taxable transfers unclear (e.g., grant of interest to a trust 
instead of the service provider).

• Revenue Procedure 2001-43 states that taxpayers “need not file an election 
under section 83(b) of the Code.” Nonetheless, taxpayers make protective 
section 83(b) elections where appropriate.

Carried Interest as Profits Interest
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• When a profits interest is subject to vesting, Revenue Procedure 2001-43 
provides that whether the interest is a capital or profits interest will be 
determined on the date of grant, not the vesting date. 

• Neither the grant nor the vesting of a profits interest should be a taxable 
event if the requirements of the Revenue Procedure are satisfied.

• These requirements are that: (i) the service provider is treated as owning the 
interest from the date of the grant (including for purposes of allocating 
distributive shares of income, gain, loss, deduction and credit associated with 
the interest), (ii) the entity does not deduct the fair market value of the 
interest when it is granted or when it vests, and (iii) all other conditions of 
Revenue Procedure 93-27 are satisfied.

• Tax distributions may be necessary even for unvested interests. 

Vesting of Profits Interest
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• In the proposed guidance that was never finalized, the IRS discussed the 
forfeiture of a profits interest.

• Where an interest is later forfeited, the partnership may make forfeiture 
allocations of the partnership’s gross tax items to the recipient to adjust for 
excess income or loss allocated to prior to the forfeiture.

• A targeted allocation provision may reach the same result without explicitly 
calling out such allocations. 

• The service provider may be able to claim a deduction for the forfeiture. 
However, this deduction would not be available if a Section 83(b) election was 
made.

Clawbacks and Forfeitures 
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III. Overview of Code Section 
1061 and Treasury Regulations 
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• Section 1061 was added by the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act

• Final Regulations under 1061 were released on January 7, 
2021, and effective for tax years beginning on or after 
January 19, 2021

− For calendar year taxpayers, they would first be effective for 
2022

− Effective date option to apply 1061 beginning after 
December 31, 2017, if applied consistently to all subsequent 
years

History of Code Section 1061
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• For carried interests that are “applicable partnership 
interests” (“APIs”), Code Section 1061 increases the 
holding period for LTCG treatment from one year to three
years

• If an interest covered by 1061 is held for less than three 
years, that interest receives short-term capital gain 
(“STCG”) treatment instead

• 1061 does not change the treatment of the carried 
interest from capital gain property to being subject to 
ordinary income treatment; just changes the requisite 
holding period for long- v. short-term 

Section 1061 in a nutshell
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• Transactions for which long-term v. short-term treatment 
of the carried interest is relevant:

− Dispositions of carried interest

− Distributions in excess of basis 

− Income allocations from the partnership

• Note that 83(b) elections have no relevance for 1061 
treatment

Section 1061 in a nutshell, cont.
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• The holding period is determined by the immediate owner 
of the asset, not the holding period of the carry per se

− If carried interest is sold, relevant holding period is that of 
the carry itself

− If partnership’s asset is sold, relevant holding period is 
partnership’s of the asset (not the holding period of the 
carry)

• Holding period issues, including precise calculation of the 
long-term v. short-term portion of an API, will be 
discussed in greater detail later in this presentation

Section 1061 in a nutshell, cont.
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• Characterization as an API does not apply to an interest 
held by a person who:

− is employed by another entity that is conducting a trade or 
business (other than an applicable trade or business), and

− only provides services to such other entity.

• In other words, APIs are really targeted at fund managers, 
not the employees and executives running the businesses 
directly.

• Also excepted are unrelated purchasers of APIs for fair 
market value in taxable transactions who do not provide 
services (i.e., secondary market transactions of sponsor 
vehicles). 

Exceptions from API – certain holders
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• The 1061 rules do not apply to:

− Section 1231 gain (sale of real property and depreciable 
personal property)

− Mark to market gains and losses under 1256

− Qualified dividend income, and

− Long-term gains under 1222 determined without regard to 
holding period rules, such as certain capital gains and losses 
characterized under the mixed straddle rules 

Exceptions from APIs - income
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• Any interest in a partnership which, directly or indirectly, 
is transferred to (or held by) the taxpayer in connection 
with the performance of substantial services by the 
taxpayer, or any other related person, in any applicable 
trade or business (an “ATB”)

• API can also include any financial instrument or contract 
that is measured by the performance of the partnership 
(i.e., distributions/assets/operations)

• APIs may be held through intermediate passthrough 
entities 

What is an Applicable Partnership Interest 
(an “API”)?
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• A carried interest is an API if it is with respect to an ATB.  

• 1.1061-2 Regulations set forth “ATB Activity Test” to 
identify what rises to the level of an API

• An ATB comprises activities of:

− Raising or returning capital (“raising or returning actions”), 
and

− Either:

▪ investing in or disposing of specified assets (or identifying 
"specified assets" for such investing or disposition), or

▪ developing specified assets (“investing or developing 
actions”), which refers to actions of a service provider (not 
merely voting, for example)

What is an Applicable Trade or Business 
(“ATB”)
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• Existence of an ATB requires both raising or returning and
investing or developing activities (although not necessarily 
in the same year)

• Test is satisfied if total levels of activity (across related 
entities and parties) would be sufficient to establish a 
trade or business under Code Section 162

• Test is based on combined raising or returning actions and 
investing or developing actions

− undertaking either only infrequently does not preclude ATB 
characterization

ATB Activity Test
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• Specified Assets include:

− securities (as defined in Code Section 475(c)(2) without 
regard to the last sentence thereof), 

− commodities (as defined in Code Section 475(e)(2)), 

− real estate held for rental or investment, 

− cash or cash equivalents, 

− options or derivative contracts with respect to any of the 
foregoing, and 

− an interest in a partnership to the extent of the partnership's 
proportionate interest in any of the foregoing.

“Specified Assets” within the ATB Activity 
Test
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• Exceptions from API characterization:

− Partnership interests held by corporations

▪ But, no exception for S corporations, nor 

▪ PFICs that have made a “qualified electing fund” election

− Capital interests held by a fund manager (even if itself not 
subject to management fees or a carry) so long as it shares 
similarly with other capital interests

▪ Must be separately and clearly identified for API holder from 
the API (i.e., carried interest) itself

Carveouts from APIs
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• Capital interests held by an API holder share similarly with other 
capital interests if

▪ They are “reasonably consistent with allocation and distribution rights 
with respect to capital contributed” by non-service provider partners

• Looks to applicable class of capital interests if multiple classes

• Factors for determining whether “reasonably consistent” include:

− amount and timing of capital contributed, 

− rate of return on capital contributed, 

− terms, priority, type and level of risk associated with capital 
contributed, and 

− rights to cash or property distributions during the partnership's 
operations and on liquidation

• Unclear how certain items like disproportionate expense allocations 
might impact this analysis

Carveouts from APIs, cont. – capital 
interests held by API holder
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• 1061(b) Special Rule — To the extent provided by the 
Secretary, subsection (a) shall not apply to income or gain 
attributable to any asset not held for portfolio investment 
on behalf of third-party investors.

• Final regs have not fleshed out this exception, however.  

− Preamble to the final regs merely states that the IRS is 
studying whether additional guidance is required for carried 
interests in family office contexts

“Family Office” Exception
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• Preamble to the proposed regs warned against “carry 
waivers” in which management would waive distributions 
with respect to carries and corresponding income 
allocations that would otherwise get STCG treatment 
under 1061 in favor of future distributions and allocations 
that would not

• Final regs are silent on this point, but there is no guidance 
suggesting the IRS view has changed on this topic

Carry waivers
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IV. Holding Period and Gain 
Determination
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• Unrealized gains and losses allocable to an API are subject 
to 1061’s holding period test when the gains and losses 
are ultimately realized and recognized. 

− Unrealized gains and losses associated underlying an API 
retain their character as such until they are ultimately 
recognized.

− The API character tracks through tiers of ownerships (i.e., 
they are APIs through the various levels if there are 
passthrough entities between the issuing partnership and 
the ultimate owner, or related parties swept in by 1061)

− Unrealized gains subject to a book-up would not create 
capital account credit where they are otherwise subject to 
1061

Treatment of unrealized API gains and 
losses
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• To figure the amount of gain subject to recharacterization, take the relevant 
capital gain or loss that might be recharacterized and subtract the relevant capital 
gain or loss related to capital assets that were held for more than three years. 

• The Recharacterization Amount =  One Year Gain Amount - Three Year Gain 
Amount

• Gain Amount =  Distributive Share Amount + Disposition Amount

• Distributive Share Amount = distributive share of net long-term capital gain or loss 
from the partnership for the taxable year - long-term capital gain excluded from 
the application of section 1061 - Capital Interest Gains and Losses. 

• Disposition Amount = 

− long-term capital gains and losses on the disposition of all or a portion of an API that had 
been held for more than one year, + 

− long-term capital gain and loss recognized on a distribution with respect to an API during 
the taxable year that is treated under section 731(a) (and 752(b) if applicable) as gain or 
loss from the sale or exchange of a partnership interest held for more than one year, +

− long-term capital gains and losses recognized on the disposition of distributed API 
property 

Recharacterization - Formula
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• A holds an API in PRS1 and has a capital interest in PRS1. During 
the taxable year, PRS1 allocates to A $20 of long-term capital 
gain from the sale of capital asset X (which had been held by 
PRS for two years), $2 of which is a Capital Interest Allocation, 
and $40 of long-term capital gain from the sale of capital asset 
Y (which had held by PRS for five years), $4 of which is a capital 
interest allocation.

• A also disposes of an API in PRS2 that A has held for four years 
for a $100 gain. Additionally, A sells Distributed API Property for 
a $300 gain at a time when A has a two-year holding period in 
such property. 

• Finally, A also holds an API in PRS3, which has a Three-Year 
Distributive Share Amount of ($200).

Recharacterization - Example
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• A partnership interest may have a split holding period 
allocated in proportion to cash contributed at different 
times, or a combination of cash and property contributed.

• If a partnership interest is comprised in whole or in part of 
one or more profits interests, then the portion of the 
holding period to which a profits interest relates is 
determined based on the fair market value of the profits 
interest upon the disposition of all, or part, of the interest.

Split Holding Period - Partnership
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• The aggregate basis of the property transferred to a 
corporation in a nonrecognition transaction is allocated 
among the stock and the securities received in proportion 
to the fair market values of each class at the time of the 
contribution. 

• “Meaningless gesture” contribution may result in split 
holding period for stock where parent contributes to 
wholly-owned subsidiary.

Split Holding Period - Stock
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V. Family Transfers; Loans; and 
Recordkeeping
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• Proposed regulations interpreted 1061(d) to make gifts an 
acceleration event.

• Final regulations take a more permissive approach:

− No acceleration of income on a non-recognition transfer, 
such as gifts to family members, including trusts and family 
partnerships.

− API status is preserved. 

1061(d) and Family Transfers
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• If a service provider’s capital interest is funded by a loan 
(including a loan to a disregarded entity of the service 
provider) from the partnership, a partner, or a related 
person to the partnership or the partner, it does not 
qualify for the capital interest exception unless:

− The loan or advance is fully recourse to the individual service 
provider;

− The individual service provider has no right to 
reimbursement from any other person, and;

− The loan or advance is not guaranteed by any other person.

• The loan cannot come from the partnership.

Loans to service providers
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• 1.1061-6 sets forth particular reporting rules for APIs

• Taxpayers must request sufficient information from passthrough 
entities holding APIs below to be able to substantiate the portion of 
APIs subject to 3 year holding periods and benefitting from LTCG 
treatment

− Absent adequate substantiation, must default to 1 year period (and 
STCG treatment)

− May lose benefit of capital interest gains and losses, which are 
excepted from the 1061 increased holding period

• Passthrough entities must similarly furnish adequate information to 
taxpayers and the Commissioner to comply with 1061

• Obligations regarding requesting and furnishing information applies 
throughout tiers in a multi-tiered structure

• Special rules also apply for RICs, REITs, and PFICs with a qualified 
electing fund election in place

Reporting & recordkeeping
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V. Recent legislative proposals
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• The Inflation Reduction Act included a 1061 reform provision that was 
removed from the final legislation. The provision would have: 

− revised 1061 to include gains from the sale of real property used in a 
trade or business (as well as other items, such as qualified dividend 
income, that are taxed at preferential rates but are not technically 
capital gains under the tax law);

− extended the holding period for gains not from real property used in a 
trade or business to five years, except for taxpayers with an AGI of 
$400,000 or less;

− changed the start date of a holding period as the later of (a) the date 
on which the service provider acquired substantially all of the carried 
interest with respect to which the amount is realized, or (b) the date 
on which the entity in which such carried interest is held acquired 
substantially all of the assets held by such entity; and

− subject transfers of carried interests to tax at short-term capital gain 
rates, even if a non-recognition provision would otherwise apply.

1061 Reform Proposals
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• Democrats proposed the Carried Interest Fairness Act of 
2021; Biden “Greenbook” includes a similar proposal.

• Under the proposal, all income earned from an 
investment services partnership interest is treated as 
ordinary income and the gain or loss on disposition of an 
investment services partnership interest is ordinary gain 
or loss, subject to a capital interest exception.

• “Repeal” of 1061 for taxpayers with income in excess of 
$400,000.

Other Reform Proposals
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QUESTIONS?
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